
Company Profile
COVID-19 related quarantine products, 
medical equipment, household goods etc.

SU KYUNG IND.



Company History
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Sukyung Industry that cares about nature and
                                       the health of mankind.    

-1992. 03 Established Yeongjin Trading
-1993. 06 Established a branch in Hong Kong
-1995. 01 MOU with PT KARUTA of Indonesia
-1996. 04 Established a branch in Yanbian, China
-2003. 05 Started Sukyung Industry
-2004. 03 MOU with A&S LTD
-2016. 06 Established a subsidiary of Geumsaem  Distribution
              (For supply to government agencies)
-2017. 11 MOU with AITIS Korea
              (Sally Choi MGR is a founding member of Elekta Ltd Korea)
-2019. 05 Established a branch office in Hanoi, Vietnam
-2020. 01 MOU with Quarantine supplies Company and Medical Equipment Company
             (mask, disposal coverall/gown, face shields, glasses, nitrile glove, Covid-19 Diagnostic Kit etc.)



Our Commitment
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Sukyung Industry that cares about nature 
                              and the health of mankind.         

Would like to express my sincere gratitude to my valuable partner, first

Based on our long experience in various fields such as medical supplies and 
household goods etc, we provide our partners with the best service and the 
best quality.

The good results and projects gained through smooth cooperation and 
enthusiasm among the our staff are highly appreciated by our partners and 
we are very proud of them.

We always think that we can make great progress by providing good results 
to our partners, so hope to start a business with partners to share the 
benefits each other.

We’ll do our best to keep our promise. Thank you so much.



Establishing  CCM  system
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Maximize profits between each other

Increasing company value between  each other

Dedicated quality service system

Sukyung Industry that cares about nature and 
                                       the health of mankind.



Organization chart
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Q’C DPTSukyung Industry that cares about nature and 
                                       the health of mankind.
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5 Phase Project Objectives

Step 1
2020 year
10,000,000 $

Step 5
2030 year
10,000,000,000$

Sukyung Industry that cares about nature and 
                                     the health of mankind.

Step1.     10.000.000 $
Step2.     50,000,000 $
Step3.   100,000,000 $
Step4.    800,000,000$
Step5. 1,000,000,000$



(Eco-Friendly Materials)

eco-friendly materials

Sukyung Industry that cares about nature and 
                                     the health of mankind.

PATENT



SUKYUNG IND.
105-32 Dongil Sweet Shopping Mall 1 Bldg 115 Baekyang Gwanmun-ro, Jin-gu, Busan, Korea

Contact : 1, Head Office     :  82 51 413.2240 / 010.3872.4271 / sk4132240@hanmail.net
             2, Seoul Office     :  82 2 6989.9008 / Sally Choi  manager
             3, Vietnam Office :  84.396.050010 / Nguyen Anh Choi  G.manager


